Key Program Policies

International Orientation 2018
Academic Integrity
What we expect:

Student will act with honesty and integrity, and will respect the rights of others in carrying out all academic assignments.
What we expect:

In short, students will submit work that is their own unless an instructor authorized collaboration.
Why?
Why?

Limits learning
(material & hard work)

Level Playing Field

Predictive of white collar crime

Rationalization of Poor Behavior – Poor leadership

Industry Partners
Common Violations

- Falsification
- Cheating
- Collusion
- Plagiarism
- Unauthorized Access

Turning in the same work for more than one class
avoid
THIS!
Understand the rules of the game
Papers – Avoiding Plagiarism

Using someone’s words or ideas and presenting them as your own
**NOT PLAGIARIZED**

“... inaction in the face of cheating leads to even higher levels of cheating ...”


---

**PLAGIARIZED** (no quotation marks)

Inaction in the face of cheating leads to even higher levels of cheating.


---

**PLAGIARIZED** (no quotation marks, no source)

Inaction in the face of cheating leads to even higher levels of cheating.

---

**PLAGIARIZED** (rephrased but no source)

Students tend to plagiarize more when they realize professors are willfully blinding themselves to issue.
When copying anything from a source, color the text (maybe red?) to note that it was copied. Be sure to put the reference next to it.
Use a **Plagiarism detection tool** such as safe assignment or turnitin. This is especially important for group work.
What is Plagiarism?
Exams – Avoiding Pitfalls

Do NOT sit by friends or group members

Be early – 5 to 10 minutes

Read all of the rules at the beginning of the exam and be sure you understand them! When in doubt – ask questions!!

Keep all materials that are not authorized for use during the exam sealed in your backpack unless told otherwise (phones, translators, study sheets, etc)
Exams – Avoiding Pitfalls

Do NOT write large letters (A, B, C, D) on the sides of your exam so that others can see.

Cover your work during the exam.

Do NOT talk to others during the exam.

Turn in your work immediately at the end of the exam. Do not make your instructor have to ask you to stop.
Out of Class Assignments – Avoiding Pitfalls

Do not share the work you have done with others until after the deadline for the assignment has passed

Do not work with others unless your instructor states in writing that you have permission to do so

Read all of the rules at the beginning of the assignment and be sure you understand them! When in doubt – ask questions!!
Out of Class Assignments – Avoiding Pitfalls

Do not use homework assignments (or other outside resources) to obtain assistance for out of class assignments

Plan Ahead – Do not wait until the last minute

Be careful with resources from students who have taken the course previously. Plagiarism.
Just be You!
Please remember that we are obligated to investigate all incidents

Honesty is the best policy

What do you do if you are accused
What if I see it?

Tell your instructor

Report it via myapps on my.wpcarey
"In looking for people to hire, you look for three qualities: integrity, intelligence, and energy. And if they don't have the first, the other two will kill you."

Warren Buffet, CEO, Berkshire Hathaway